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Undertstanding the Ford 4. There were several F pilot units on the floor, which had been bucked
and built for engineering purposes: proper fitment, function, quality, and shakedown. Power
was up for , with a new three-valve 4. This new Modular had two intake valves and one large
exhaust valve, along with variable-valve timing to help kick power up a notch. When Ford
introduced the single overhead cam 5. This was weird stuff for the Modular engine family. The
3V has shown it can take a lot of punishment, make power, and come back for more. It is a
fiercely rugged engine. Because Ford has produced so many SOHC-3V engines since , these
mills are plentiful and reasonably priced used and in crate form. There are a lot of them
available from crash and theft recoveries. Sometimes, you can snap up the entire vehicle, part it
out, and make money on parts for your truck renewal project. You can begin with a new
aluminum or cast-iron block or the heavy-duty Boss block with larger bores and plenty of
material down under to support huge amounts of horsepower and torque. The beauty of a 4.
What makes the 3V a better bargain than the 2V is better breathing and more power for the same
amount of money as the 2V. It is that second intake valve and variable cam timing that infuse
real power into this engine. Modular Basics Ford did something very unconventional with
Modular V-8 production. The Romeo factory is the old Ford Tractor Plant, which was shut down
and changed over to Modular V-8 engine production in when Ford sold its tractor division to
New Holland. Romeo has produced passenger car V-8s since with very few exceptions. In , the
Windsor, Ontario, engine foundry and plant came on line to produce Modular engines for trucks.
Not all Romeo and Windsor castings will interchange. Romeo blocks and heads are different
than Windsor, which means it is best to stick with Romeo heads on Romeo blocks, and Windsor
heads on Windsor blocks for less confusion. The Windsor iron truck block is super rugged with
dowel-pin cross bolt or interference fit main caps. It never saw use in the E-Series Econoline
vans, either. In fact, the Modular block is so versatile you can use any of these blocks for your
3V build. This includes the early aluminum Teksid Cobra blocks. For a work truck, it is best you
stick with the block type iron or aluminum Ford originally installed in your truck or sport utility.
In the end, it boils down to Romeo versus Windsor cast-iron blocks, then, the aluminum blocks.
Windsor 4. Romeo 4. Although the Romeo and Windsor block castings are basically the same in
appearance, it is suggested you stick with the Windsor block for your truck. The 5. The 4. At a
glance, it is challenging to tell the difference between a 4. Where these blocks differ is deck
height with the same cylinder bore size. It is also long on beefcake down under for strength. At
the front of the block, core plugs are further away from the deck on the 5. Sides of the block are
deeply ribbed with the 5. All 4. Aluminum blocks are as universal as iron in that you can bolt 3V
heads to any of them. Ford brought aluminum block casting in house in There are ample cores
new and used for your Modular engine build. Romeo blocks are quickly identified by the valley
drain hole at the back of the block. Windsor blocks do not have the valley drain. Newer Modular
blocks have interference-fit main caps void of jackscrews and dowel pins. If you have the
budget and the time, this is the block you want. It is suggested you stud and bolt main caps
using ARP fasteners for optimum results. We associate studding with racing engines, however,
ARP studs offer unequaled main bearing cap security. Opt for ARP fasteners throughout your
3V build. All Modular engines call for the use of aluminum main and rod bearings. When you
install bearings, keep fingertip contact to a minimum, touching only the bearing ends. Skin oil
contaminates bearing surfaces. Bearings and journals must be hospital clean. Modular engines
were produced with six- and eight-bolt crankshafts. Truck and high-performance applications
were fitted with the eight-bolt steel crankshaft left. Six-bolt cranks right were common with
Romeo passenger car engines. Romeo engines have jackscrews, which are screwed out to
proper torque before bolts are installed. Windsor engines have dowel pins, which are set before
cross bolts are installed. Newer Modular blocks are an interference-fit void of jackscrews or
dowels. Main caps are set and torqued, then cross bolts installed. Modular engines were fitted
with forged pistons from the factory, which caused cold knock or rap piston slap. Cracked
powdered metal connecting rods arrived with the Modular engines in These rods can be
reconditioned and fitted with oversized bearings. They are incredibly strong. Modular engines
sport low friction rings thin for improved efficiency. This is a forged and coated Modular
Motorsports piston from Manley for a high-performance engine build. Romeo blocks are fitted
with jackscrews and cross bolts for main journal support. Newer Romeo blocks are
interference-fit without jackscrews. Windsor blocks were fitted with dowel pins instead of
jackscrews. As with Romeo blocks, newer Windsor blocks are an interference-fit and void of
dowel pins. All your 3V Modular engine needs is a high-volume oil pump with hardened steel
internals for durability. These are available throughout the aftermarket. Assembly should be
hospital clean. Ensure you have dust-free components. Use a high-evaporative solvent like
brake cleaner for oil galleys and bolt holes. Crankshaft endplay is determined by this thrust

bearing, which is available in various thicknesses. Never use a shop towel on engine parts.
Always use a lint-free tack cloth. Optimum cylinder head and gasket security comes from the
use of studs instead of bolts. The downside of studs is cylinder head removal. It cannot be
performed in the vehicle with studs because the cylinder head will not clear the cowl. The
engine must be pulled. Because the Modular engine uses torque-to-yield fasteners, they must
be replaced with new versions. Cylinder Heads The SOHC3V cylinder head is completely
different than the 2V, thanks to its innovative, apex-shaped combustion chambers and two
intake valves engineered to improve velocity and volume. One large exhaust valve handles
scavenging. The spark plug is centrally located for a more uniform light-off. Early 3V heads
have a serious problem with spark plug firing tips that break off in the cylinder head. This
problem was solved by Ford by Early heads call for the use of a special tip removal tool, which
makes it possible to remove the firing tip with the head installed. This head makes more power
than the 2V head and is a close runner-up to the 4V. When you take this improved airflow port
and valve design and marry it to variable cam timing VCT , you have a great formula for power
without additional cams and valves. VCT moves the cam on its longitudinal axis to advance or
retard valve timing to improve both performance and reduce emissions. When you advance
valve timing, you gain low-end torque, but usually at the cost of high-end horsepower. And
when you retard valve timing, exactly the opposite happens, with losses in low to mid-range
torque and gains in horsepower. With VCT, you get the benefit of both without sacrificing
power. Down low, you get more torque because VCT advances valve timing. And with the pedal
to the metal, VCT retards valve timing to help you achieve more horsepower. VCT is
accomplished via a solenoid-operated metering valve at the front of each cylinder head. Unlike
the 2V engine, the 3V head is right- and left-specific. The stock 3V head offers good airflow right
out of the box at cc intake runner volume and 62cc exhaust with 51cc chambers. Flow at 0. This
is the 3V head with twin intake ports twinport flowing into two 1. The 3V is a traditional
Windsor-style head with standalone journals like the Windsor 2V head. VCT oil passages arrow
are shown here at the front of the head. This is the three-valve configuration as it appears
without rocker arms and cam installed. Here is the 3V apex-shaped combustion chamber with
its twin intake valves, single large exhaust valve, and centralized spark plug. D-shaped exhaust
ports offer improved flow and velocity for improved scavenging. Immediately recognizable are
12 roller rocker arms for eight intake valves and four exhausts, actuated by a single overhead
cam on each bank. This valve vectors oil pressure to the VCT cam sprocket on each head
known as a phaser, which advances the cam. Cam installation requires patience and close
attention to detail. Cam journals must be tightened slowly in proper order per the Ford Shop
Manual until each is seated, then torqued to specifications. Never tighten one journal all at
once. Because these are torque-to-yield bolts, they must be replaced. We suggest the use of
ARP cam journal bolts, which are not torque-to-yield and can be torqued the old-fashioned way.
These sprockets are also actuators, which rotate advance the cams via solenoid-controlled oil
pressure. These sprockets are left- and right-specific. Timing chain installation on these
engines is easier than it appears. Each chain has dark color timing links, which are matched to
timing marks on each sprocket per your Ford Shop Manual. Install the chains, then the oil
pressureâ€”supported tensioners. You may have to ever so slightly move crank and cam
sprockets to get these marks lined up. Keep crank and cam movement modest. Too much
movement can lead to bent valves. Romeo and Windsor engines do not share the same chain
guides. Romeo chain guides look like this nylon-lined steel with different bolt holes than a
Windsor. Never use Romeo guides on a Windsor engine and vice versa. They do not
interchange. Windsor engines are fitted with these chain guides. Fixed guides are plastic. The
floating guides are similar to Romeo, but not the same. There are two basic types of crankshaft
reluctor wheels used on both Romeo and Windsor engines. Earlier Modulars used solid-steel
reluctor wheels. Later Modulars employ this stamped-steel reluctor wheel. Teeth must point
toward the timing cover and away from the engine block. If you install this reluctor wheel with
the teeth pointed toward the engine, it will cause chain damage and engine failure. Two types of
harmonic dampers were used on Modular engines â€”six- and eight-rung. Windsor truck
engines were eight-rung. Examine your damper and count rungs before ordering a new one.
Sources Ford Performance. More Photos View Slideshow. By Jim Smart. Follow Truck Trend
Network Facebook. Ford Raptor Towing Capacity by Generation. What Is the Ford F Raptor 37?
Truck Trend Newsletter Sign Up. Email: Required. Zip Code:. Yes â€” I prefer to receive offers
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subscribing you agree to the terms and conditions of our terms of use. What Was Your First 4x4
Mod? The 4. The single overhead cam SOHC engine features aluminum heads with apex-shaped
combustion chambers, and its additional intake valve improves airflow. The engine also

features VCT, or variable cam timing, which moves the cam on its longitudinal axis in order to
advance or retard valve timing, improving performance and reducing emissions. The 3V also
came with drive-by-wire technology, eliminating the need for a throttle cable, as its operation is
electronic. Stepping on the gas pedal prompts the computer to send an electrical signal to the
throttle motor gear drive, moving the throttle blade. Base for a Build? If your dream is to build
your 3V Mustang into one that can easily accomplish power ratings of horsepower at the rear
wheels, White is adamant that it is an easily reachable goal with the help of Brenspeed! Q: With
3V Mustangs encompassing model years of to , and a lot of them being street driven, what
would you say to someone looking to make more power with a car that is getting up there in
miles? A: As long as the engine has been maintained, you can typically add a supercharger
even at over , miles. Routine maintenance as well as on-time oil changes allow the 3V engine to
last a long time. We have seen engines with only 60, miles that look horrible because they were
never serviced. We have also seen engines with , miles that look almost new inside because
they were well taken care of. A: This is a big myth. The 3V engine, when equipped with a proper
tune, good fuel, and on-time maintenance, is typically reliable at rear wheel torque. It is not so
much the horsepower you need to worry about. If you keep the rear wheel torque hovering
around to the tires or lower, the rods are typically happy. We have been supercharging stock 3V
Mustangs since , and even today we install superchargers on them every week. Q: If I were to go
ahead and order a supercharger from Brenspeed, do I need to go have my car dyno tuned? A:
Brenspeed mail order packages are designed to be installed and turn-key ready. This means
that as long as it is installed correctly, you can simply load the calibration and you are good to
go! We are able to do this because of the volume of kits we install here at Brenspeed. Many kits
that we install weekly end up on the dyno for a video on Weighing the Options What options are
there out there for your 3V in terms of superchargers? Brenspeed carries just about every
big-name supercharger on the market, including Roush, Paxton , Vortech , Edelbrock , and
Whipple just to name a few. After all, they have plenty of experience with each of the different
manufacturers. They offer each system alone, or as part of what they call Turn Key Packages.
We include the correct fuel system, tune, tuning device if needed, supercharger, spark plugs,
induction â€” pretty much everything you need to install it on your car for great power and
torque custom-calibrated for any current mods you have, like cams, intake manifold, headers,
etc. Ordering a Brenspeed Turn Key Package makes it easy to pick the products that will work
with the supercharger of your choice and have them delivered or installed all at once. It takes
the guesswork out of trying to decide which products should accompany your supercharger of
choice. You might think that taking your 3V from horsepower to upwards of would mean that a
lot will need to be upgraded in the process, but Brenspeed has good news for your wallet. While
Turn Key Packages don't include things like suspension, exhaust, or safety components,
Brenspeed will gladly add them on and come up with a plan to build you the ultimate 3V
Mustang. This particular customer went all out! As long as the engine oil has been maintained
you are typically good to go. Keep in mind that Brenspeed also offers kits from Paxton, Vortech,
Saleen , and more, and each of these kits is customizable and is offered in varying power levels,
so basically, there is a package to fit every need. The R package from Brenspeed is
custom-calibrated to reach power levels of horsepower and lb-ft of torque at the flywheel. This
specific package includes the Roush TVS 2. It has been designed for both automatic and
manual-equipped Mustang GTs. This kit fits Mustang GTs and allows for power levels of
horsepower and more than lb-ft of torque, though Brenspeed suggests keeping the rear wheel
torque under lb-ft for engine safety. This Brenspeed package features the Whipple WAX
twin-screw supercharger as its focal point, with available boost options from psi, and the
potential of making up to horsepower at the rear wheels. The kit fits the Mustang GT and
promises at least horsepower and lb-ft of torque. At psi, the package has made horsepower and
lb-ft of torque. Once you are looking to exceed the potential of your stock engine, Brenspeed
offers a B crate engine that can retain your OEM heads, cams, and headers. It is a cubic inch
stroker engine that is easily 1, horsepower capable. It was designed to operate in a street car or
full-on drag car, and has been fully tested in both scenarios. The Brenspeed B crate engine can
be purchased as a short-block or in three various stages of long-blocks which include different
cylinder head and cam options. The Brenspeed B crate engine retains OE heads, cams, and
headers and is easily 1, horsepower capable. It is available in three stages. To wrap it up, the 3V
engine is a great place to start on a mild to wild street or strip project. The modification
possibilities are endless, with massive aftermarket support, and a properly-maintained engine is
capable of producing big power on a relatively affordable budget. As for Brenspeed, the team
operates out of a massive 20, square foot installation and mail order facility, ready to accept
delivery of your 3V-equipped Mustang. They are fully-staffed to build your dream car from start
to finish, whether it be a mild bolt-on car or a fully-built engine and supercharged monster. They

even offer a guest house for their clients so there is no need to stay at a hotel when visiting. We
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might like No thanks. Drag Racing. The Ford 4. It was a 4. Later, this engine became the base V8
in the Mustang GT. This valve DOHC 4. The new Modular 4. Ford's 4. While Windsor iron blocks
have "W" letter and dowel pins at the cross-bolted main caps, Romeo 4. Otherwise, they look
the same. Aluminum blocks came with 6-bolt main bearing caps. The angle between cylinder
banks is 90 degrees. Deck height is 8. The engine block features a nearly bore-to-stroke ratio
square configuration that positively affecting on its noise, harshness and vibration
characteristics. Connecting rod length is 5. Modular engines were equipped with six- or
eight-bolt crankshafts. Eight-bolt steel crankshaft was used in truck and high-performance
applications, while six-bolt crankshafts usually were fitted in Romeo blocks under hoods of
passenger cars. All engines came with forged pistons and cracked powdered metal connecting
rods from the factory. The 4. Single camshafts, as well as individual intake and exhaust
camshafts in the four-valve version, are driven by two timing chains by one for each head.
Valvetrain for all of them features low-friction roller rocker arms and hydraulic lash adjusters.
The 3-valve cylinder head features apex-shaped combustion chambers with a centralized spark
plug, two intake valves and one large exhaust valve designed to improve velocity and volume.
Ford 4. All valve 4. Each cylinder has two intake and two exhaust valves. The four-valve heads
feature individual intake port for each intake valve split-port design. In heads were revised, and
engineers implemented tumble-style intake ports where one intake port feeds two intake valves.
In that year, they also replaced the variable runner-length intake manifold by fixed runner-length
intake manifold and changed camshaft profiles. Modular 4. They also fitted with an
electronically controlled, individual coil-on-plug ignition system. Using this engine as a base,
Ford developed a bigger 5. The production of the 4. The last engine of the line was a 4. By that
time, the new Modular 5. Ford's Modular 4. The engine can easily run well over , miles. Some
taxi services used Crown Victorias with 4. But of course, ideal engines do not exist, and this
engine has several common problems and designed flaws that currently are widely known. The
first widespread problem is plastic intake manifold cracking. This problem can be found in 4. In
that period, Ford used nylon composite intake manifold manufactured by DuPont, this manifold
was prone to failure without any warning or sign. As a result, this manifold can crack and split,
the heater hose and coolant temperature sensor can loosen, which would result in an engine
coolant leak and vehicle overheating. Late in , Ford replaced all-plastic manifold with a revised
intake manifold that uses cast aluminum at the failure points. A short thread depth in the
aluminum cylinder heads is the root of the second common problem - stripping of cylinder head
spark plug threads. Be careful while changing spark plugs on any Ford 4. Ford recommends a
threaded insert as the method to repair of stripped thread and even provides a tool kit
specifically for that. Home Ford 4. Engine Specs Manufacturer. Production years. Cylinder block
material. Cylinder head material. Fuel type. Number of cylinders. Valves per cylinder. Valvetrain
layout. Bore, mm. Displacement, cc. Type of internal combustion engine. Compression Ratio.
Torque, lb ft. Firing order. Engine oil weight. Engine oil capacity, liter. Oil change interval, mile.
This is the 3rd turbo system that we developed and have sold it ever since with great results. It
has been a popular application as its one of the easiest turbo systems that we sell to install. Its
designed around all of the factory suspension so this is a major plus. You keep great ride
quality even on a car that might be lowered 1. As you may know, the mod motor kits require a
tubular k-member to clear the turbo plumbing. We include with each kit the On 3 Performance
70mm turbocharger rated to hp and has proven its performance and reliability over the years.
As far as drivability, the car drives down the street like it was before the turbo install. There is
no cooling issues associated what so ever with the kit installed as many ask. We understand
the logic as you are adding more exhaust pipes under the hood but it will not effect the cooling
system. We drive our shop turbo cars daily from 0 degree days to rare degree days, nothing
changed from when the cars were stock but the horsepower. As you see, we went above and
beyond with this kit and the its very detailed. We had all laser cut brackets for your intercooler
mounting, sway-bar relocation, turbo support brace, and power steering reservoir relocation.
You will receive a very detailed hardware kit to make life easy and make the install go that much
smoother. On a factory stock 4. The turbo included with this kit is capable of making well past
that power level however the stock bottom end will not hold much more. Most tuners will set
these cars up around rwhp and that is the limit of the factory internals. We have had customers
with our single turbo system up to the rwhp range with other turbo upgrades and supporting

mods. So that shows you the range and potential you will have with our turbo system. We
originally designed on a which has a different thermostat housing and hose setup. Most
installers will have no issues making it work and moving things around. It can be done but if
you are not able to make it happen, the simplest way to complete your install is to pick up a use
sequoia 2007
2001 lincoln town car air suspension
2013 jetta headlight
d thermostat housing and hose setup from a There are specific Mustang salvage yards you can
find online with a quick google search that have these items used often as well. A nice quick
video and good detail showing a step by step build as he installs the hot and cold side. Sells off
his old turbo system to upgrade with the On 3 3v system. Keep in mind this is an open exhaust
car, if you run a turbo back full exhaust, its not going to be nearly as loud and can still sound
almost as quiet as you want. You must be logged in to post a review. We have a limited amount
of kits still on the shelf that never we spoken for. If you have been waiting, now is the time as
these last few kits will not last long! Shipping will be visible and itemize in cart upon checkout.
Here are a quick video clips showing the car design car along with some customer cars: A nice
quick video and good detail showing a step by step build as he installs the hot and cold side.
Reviews There are no reviews yet. Rated 4.

